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If October taught us anything, it's that headlines are important. At no point since the 2017 bull run has

mainstream acceptance of cryptocurrencies appeared stronger than this past month, which was

bursting with positive institutional news. Each successive announcement of Bitcoin purchases from the

likes of Stone Ridge Asset Management, MicroStrategy,  Square, and Mode Global Holdings, caused a

near instant market reaction, propelling the oldest crypto-asset to multi-year highs. However, PayPal's

entrance into cryptocurrency markets, announced October 20th, had the biggest industry impact of

all  because it  promises something entirely different: usability. This elusive feature of cryptocurrencies

has been the biggest roadblock to widespread adoption which is why the payment provider's pledge to

create a seamless payment experience for 26 million vendors could normalize the usage of

cryptocurrencies around the globe. Following the announcement,  Bitcoin quickly  shot to 2020 highs

above $13k, and a week later briefly surged above $14k, its highest level since January of 2018. Bitcoin's

performance this October far outpaced any crypto-asset or traditional asset, highlighting its unicity as a

financial instrument.
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Founded in 2014, Kaiko is a cryptocurrency  market data
provider, servicing professional investors, asset managers,
funds, researchers, regulators, third-party platforms and
exchanges.  We collect, normalize, store, and distribute
digital assets market data via a livestream WebSocket,
REST API, and cloud-based flat file (.csv) Data Feed, to
which clients connect to build data-driven applications.
Our raw trade data, order books, and aggregates cover
35,000+ currency pairs across 85+ exchanges, with new
markets added every day. With over five years of historical
data, Kaiko provides the most extensive digital asset
datasets in the industry.

About Kaiko

Kaiko's monthly market report is written by Clara Medalie,
designed by Anastasia Melachrinos, with help from the Kaiko
team.
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Institutions Embrace Crypto
September's dismal returns are but a distant memory. October saw most top-ranked assets by market cap end the
month in the green, buoyed by positive market sentiment triggered by a wave of bullish institutional announcements.
Bitcoin's returns were uniquely superb, solidifying its position as the year's best performing asset thus far. 

BTC/USD Price

ETH/USD Price

Bitcoin all but decoupled from other
financial assets this month, both
crypto and traditional, posting some
of the best monthly returns in the
asset's 11 year's of existence.
Bitcoin has now traded above $10k
every day since July 27th, its
longest 5-digit run since 2017. This
month's price movements differed
from previous market events in that
they were predominantly initiated 
by fundamental news events rather
than volatile market sentiment.

Ethereum's momentum faltered as
Bitcoin reclaimed its position as
crypto's favored asset. Interest in
Ethereum reached record levels
throughout August with the rise of
decentralized finance, which
highlighted the seemingly endless
use-cases for the protocol. However,
ETH has failed to consistently break
$400 since then despite ending the
month positive. DeFi tokens and
some altcoins also struggled to keep
up with Bitcoin's momentum, with
many ending the month deep in the
red.

Monthly Returns: +7.64%
Monthly Close: $386.78
Monthly High: $418.72
Monthly Low: $335.60
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Monthly Returns: +27.93%
Monthly Close: $13,805
Monthly High: $13,948
Monthly Low: $10,439
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Percent of Total
Trading Volume

Trading Volume Shifts to Bitcoin

Coinbase Dominates

Trading volumes for BTC-USD on
Coinbase continue to far outweigh
other popular USD exchanges,
averaging 40% of daily volume. For the
past 6 months, the daily volume
breakdown has favored Coinbase and
Bitstamp with very little change in
dominance. Exchanges continue to
make significant efforts to draw
traders away from their competition,
and a degree of consolidation can be
expected in the long-term.
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Bitcoin's October comeback can best be visualized by analyzing the percent of
total trading volume with Ethereum. In August and September, traders flooded
to ETH, which at this point was the year's most promising (and exciting) crypto-
asset to trade due to strong returns. However, throughout October investors
rushed back to Bitcoin amidst a wave of positive market sentiment for the
oldest crypto-asset. Overall, BTC-USD trading volumes grew 12% in October
while ETH-USD volumes declined 45%. 

Percentage of total trading volume for
BTC/USD pairs

USD Pairs on Coinbase, Gemini,
Bitstamp, Bitfinex, BitFlyer, Bittrex,
Itbit, and Kraken
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DeFi's Sharp Pullback
Interest in decentralized finance continued to wane throughout October as token prices plummetted from highs
reached early September at the peak of DeFi-mania. All of the 8 top-ranked DeFi tokens by market cap ended the
month down nearly double digits, which stands in sharp contrast to Bitcoin's superb monthly returns. Yearn Finance
fared  worst of all, dropping 54% since October 1st. Why the sharp correction? DeFi's growth rate has slowed
considerably as traders look elsewhere for strong returns. Total Value Locked, or the total amount of cryptocurrency
locked in DeFi protocols, ended the month down for the first time since the bull run began, according to DeFi Pulse.
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DeFi Token Returns Since October 1st

Chainlink's Ascendance

ChainLink's LINK token has been one of
the best performing tokens of the year
with YTD returns currently at +467%, 
boosted in large part by this past
summer's DeFi-mania. LINK's explosive
growth has resulted in waves of listings
on centralized exchanges, with the
largest concentration of new listings in
August 2020. LINK's token powers the
ChainLink decentralized oracle network
which enables smart contracts on the
Ethereum Network to leverage off-chain
data. 

www.kaiko.com

Number of LINK spot trading pairs listed on
centralized exchanges.
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Last month, Bitcoin's correlation with equities was historically high. This month,
the S&P 500 ended the month down ~3% while Bitcoin ended the month up
~28%. The Bitcoin-Gold correlation has weakened since its peak in
July. Ultimately, there is no clean correlation narrative over the past 6 months.
Bitcoin has at times moved in tandem with Gold, at times with equities, and
frequently with both in response to global market shocks.  Fidelity Digital Asset's
recently published Bitcoin Investment Thesis shows that over a long timeframe,
Bitcoin shows almost no correlation with traditional assets. While it is tempting
to overanalyze a correlation narrative over a short timeframe, Bitcoin has proven
to be unique as a financial asset in its consistent unpredictability. 

www.kaiko.com

No Clean Correlation Narrative

30-Day Rolling
Correlation with
BTC

20-Day Realized
Volatility
Most interesting about Bitcoin's
recent bull run is that volatility has
remained relatively low compared
with previous extreme price
movements, hovering below 50%. This
could be evidence that October's
positive price action is more
sustainable than in years' past, which
has frequently seen volatility
temporarily shoot past 100%. Bitcoin
has gained steadily over the month,
posting positive daily returns 20/31
days, rather than gaining all at once. 
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October's Order Book Liquidity 
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Bid-ask spreads widened throughout October on all exchanges except for Bitfinex. The  1-day moving average and
monthly trend line for bid-ask spreads shows the sharpest increase on Bitstamp and Gemini. The widening spreads
can be attributed to a marginal increase in  Bitcoin's price volatility the last two weeks of October, which
prompted  market makers to account for more risk. While spreads widened throughout the month of October, as a
monthly average they have narrowed on most exchanges since September, which was overall a more volatile month. 

Bid-Ask Spread for BTC/USD Trading Pairs

Market Depth

The chart depicts the cumulative sum
of bids and asks on 6 BTC/USD order
books. We can observe that since
September, the quantity of asks has
steadily increased. This correlates with
the start of Bitcoin's bull run, which saw
the price rise thousands of dollars over
the course of three weeks in response
to positive institutional news. Market
makers have accommodated increased
buying pressure with more asks on the
order book.

Average quantity of bids and asks on 6
exchanges, 1 day moving average
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Want to test our data services?

The redistribution of any charts and commentary in this report shall cite Kaiko as the creator

and data provider. This report should not be construed as investment advice.
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Anastasia
Melachrinos

As a Data and  Research Analyst, Anastasia
contributes to Kaiko research initiatives by
designing metrics and models for observing
and understanding cryptocurrency markets.
She frequently writes research articles on
relevant trends in the cryptocurrency
industry. Her main interests are stablecoins,
central bank digital currencies, and crypto
market forecasting.

Clara
Medalie

Clara is on the business team at Kaiko and
writes the weekly data-driven market
commentary for the Monday morning
newsletter. Since 2017, she has written
about the cryptocurrency industry
(starting with her senior thesis on the
political ideology of Bitcoin), and is
passionate about new market trends, data
analyses, and financial instruments.
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